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Map 6: North-West Syria (February 2013)
With the creation of the Supreme Military Council (SMC), the rebel strategy shifted towards overrunning airports and military bases. It was now focused on expelling the regime from the Aleppo countryside, reducing its ability to supply its forces. Soon the regime would be left with only one supply route to the city.

On 7 January, General Salim Idriss said the SMC would first focus on overrunning airports to diminish the Syrian military’s air power and then move to artillery and missile bases. In the next two months, the rebels captured two airbases. Even though the SMC claimed to play a key role in these operations, Jabhet an-Nusra (JN) and Syrian Islamic Front member Ahrar ash-Sham were the leading fighters. Coordination among more radical groups such as JN and more moderate SMC-affiliated groups was noticeable and proved to be effective.

JN, the Syrian Islamic Front and the Syrian Liberation Front took control of the Taftanaz airbase near Idlib city, a key position overlooking the north-south highway, on January 11. Taftanaz was the largest airbase yet to come under rebel control. On 12 February, the government lost another airport near Assad Lake, east of Aleppo. The rebels also came close to the Aleppo International Airport after occupying large swathes of the nearby base, known as “Brigade 80,” established to protect the airport. (See Map 6)

By March, rebels had captured two military facilities on both sides of the Aleppo-Damascus highway on the outskirts of Aleppo: the Police Academy near Khan al-Asal and a military ammunition depot near Khan Touman town. (See Map 7) The International Highway between Aleppo and Hama was now in rebel hands. For military and humanitarian support, the government used an alternative route that connected the two cities. (See Map 8) Expectations rose that the city would soon fall to the rebels as the government was now almost entirely cut off.

On March 19, chemical weapons were used in the government-controlled district of Khan al-Asal during military operations southwest of Aleppo city. Sixteen soldiers and 10 civilians died and 86 people were injured.¹ Both sides accused each other. Without a proper investigation, it was impossible to identify which side was responsible, but there is some evidence that the radical group JN may have been to blame. According to a Syrian military source, the group used an improvised rocket that contained a form of chlorine known as CL17 which is rated Level Two under the Chemical Weapons Convention, meaning that it...
has dual military and industrial uses. All sides said they welcomed the UN Secretary General’s call for an independent investigation. In May 2013, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, established in August 2011, began an investigation.

On 15 January, at least 80 students died in an explosion at Aleppo University as they were sitting for exams. Again the sides traded accusations of blame, but witnesses said the weapon was a bomb dropped from a jet, meaning it must have come from the government side. At the end of January, the bodies of dozens of executed people were exposed when the Queiq River receded during the dry season. They were probably killed by government soldiers and the stream carried the bodies from government-held areas to the rebel-controlled district of Bustan al-Qaser.

By the start of 2013, the humanitarian situation had deteriorated in most of Aleppo province. While some border towns like Azaz had access to international aid, Aleppo city remained difficult to reach due to the lack of transport and the poor security situation. Regime-held areas received aid through the Syrian Arab Crescent but this was limited during periods of siege.

Food prices surged. Across Aleppo Governorate, the price of bread was 40-50 per cent higher than other provinces. In Aleppo city, the price of 1 kilo of bread, if it could be found, rose from 0.15 USD to 2.50 USD (150 Syrian pounds, SP). The price of a gas cylinder gradually increased from 300-600 SP (6-12 USD when approx. 45 SP equaled 1 USD) at the beginning of the conflict in Aleppo to 4,000 (67 USD) in December 2012.
At the political level, Sheikh Muaz al-Khatib, the head of the National Coalition for Syrian Revolutionary and Opposition Forces (National Coalition), called for negotiations with regime representatives. This was part of an initiative to get Assad to release prisoners and negotiate a peaceful transfer of power in the region. Assad rejected the proposal.
After the rebels successfully reduced the government’s presence around Aleppo, they focused on southern areas that connected the city to other government-controlled areas. After successful offensives in the Aleppo countryside, the rebels concentrated on cutting the supply line connecting Aleppo to Hama.

Two interconnected axes were emerging. One connected the western part of the city, under government control, to the International Airport – the east-west axis. (See Map 9) This ran from the ar-Ramouseh Artillery faculty/base, through the cement factory in Sheikh Said district, the town of Aziza, an-Nayrab district, an-Nayrab airbase and ended at the Airport.

The second – the southern axis – connected the east-west axis with central parts of Syria. It ran north-south through the towns of Tal Shagheb, Tal Assan, Turkan, Tal Aran, Tal Hasel and, most importantly, as-Sfireh which is next to a huge army facility known as the “Defense Factories.” The government’s alternative supply route went through this axis starting from Aleppo through as-Sfireh, Khanasser, Asrya, as-Salamiyeh and reaching the International Highway that connects Homs with Damascus. (See Map 10)

In early April, as-Sfireh came under rebel control. This increased pressure on the Defense Factories, where large quantities of arms, including heavy artillery and missiles, were stored. Rebels aimed to cut off regime supply lines to Aleppo.

In the city, rebels and government forces agreed to a ceasefire on 16 April to collect decomposing bodies from the no-man’s land between their positions. THAT day was one of the few when weapons were silent.

The Ancient City of Aleppo UNESCO World Heritage site fell victim to the ongoing violence. The Citadel was used as a sniper base by the government and was therefore targeted by rebels. It is most likely that on 24 April, government forces shelled and destroyed the minaret of the Umayyad Mosque, built in 1090, as they believed rebels were positioned inside. This has been one of the most serious acts of destruction of heritage in the conflict.

On 10 April 2013, the leader of the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI), Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, announced the merger of ISI and JN. The new group would be called the Islamic State in Iraq and ash-Sham (ISIS) and would be under his command. The leader of JN, Abu Mohammed al-Golani, responded that he had not been consulted. He then revealed JN’s connection to al-Qaeda and referred to its leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri, for a ruling on the merger. In a June letter, al-Zawahiri commanded the two organizations to operate separately: ISI in Iraq under Baghdadi’s leadership and an-Nusra in Syria under Golani’s leadership. Al-Baghdadi refused to accept the decision. (See Box Four)
Map 9: Aleppo, East-West Axis
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This axis runs along the secondary road connecting Aleppo with Hama, Homs and Damascus. The road starts in Aleppo, goes through as-Sfireh and Khanasser and continues towards as-Salamiyeh. The International Highway connecting Homs and Damascus has remained under government control for most of the conflict.
BOX 4: Jabhet an-Nusra (JN) and the Islamic State in Iraq and ash-Sham (ISIS) part ways

Jabhet an-Nusra (JN) was established in Syria with the help of al-Baghdadi’s Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) in late 2011. ISI provided experts, fighters and funding. Before this mystery relationship was untangled, there were some indications that JN had connections to al-Qaeda affiliate groups in the region. U.S. intelligence suspected al-Qaeda involvement in Syria in February 2012. The U.S. government listed JN as a terrorist organization on 11 December 2012.

Throughout 2012, ISI built a strong network connecting western Iraq, where it had a significant presence, with eastern Syria. In July 2012, then Iraqi Foreign Minister Hushyar Zibari said that Iraq had solid evidence that ISI was crossing the border towards Syria. These warnings did not attract much attention. Meanwhile, JN became one of the best-funded, equipped and capable groups. It also attracted the majority of foreign fighters in Syria. Between late 2011 and April 2013, ISI operated under JN’s flag and drew most of the foreign jihadis arriving in the country.

Despite al-Golani’s rejection of al-Baghdadi’s merger plan, the ISI leader went ahead and established the Islamic State of Iraq and ash-Sham (ISIS). This confronted the fighters with three choices: become part of ISIS, become part of JN, or join another radical group in Syria. Since JN was considered a Syrian organization, most local fighters joined JN. Al-Golani himself confirmed that after the split only about 30 per cent of his fighters were foreigners. Many of the foreign fighters followed al-Baghdadi and joined ISIS. A small minority of fighters left both organizations and joined other groups such as Ahrar ash-Sham.

A fundamental difference between JN and ISIS was that JN became a “Syrian project.” JN was partly the product of the Syrian revolution and had the clear intent to remove the government and replace it with a radical Islamic State. ISIS, on the contrary, was not the product of the revolution. It was a foreign organization aiming to become the locus of global jihad.
During this period, the regime desperately tried to keep its last defense lines in the southwest of the city and its last supply route operational. It also tried to reestablish control in the northern Aleppo countryside by deploying new troops.

After occupying many regime strongholds in the Aleppo countryside, the rebels intensified their attacks on the last government lines around the city. In May and June, regime-held areas remained under almost a full blockade. In the east, the government struggled to keep the International Airport, which was the last defensive line before the city. On the western and southwestern fronts, the rebels were also approaching government positions. (See Map 11) These included major facilities such as the Air Force Intelligence Building, al-Zahra Artillery Base, the Military Research Center, the Al-Assad Military Academy and the Artillery Faculty in ar-Ramouseh.

The government had lost most of northern Syria since the early days of the conflict. In Aleppo province it had retained some enclaves, including the Minnegh airport, Nubbul and al-Zahra towns and the Aleppo Central Prison. All were tightly besieged by the rebels. In an attempt to regain ground, the government launched Operation Northern Storm in June. It deployed new troops, including Hezbollah fighters, to two towns and reinforced the Minnegh Airport to attempt to connect these islands with Aleppo city. This tactic had been used in Al-Qusayr, Homs province where the government opened supply routes between islands under its control and besieged the rebels.17

The most vital of these frontlines for the regime was the southern one, which it needed to control to keep the southern axis open. The regime held its ground in most of the key connecting villages on the Aleppo-Khanasser-as-Salamiyeh-Hama road, though the rebels often disrupted supply lines. This made it difficult for government forces to receive supplies and also affected civilians besieged in government-controlled areas. By cutting this route, the rebels would put Aleppo under a full blockade and enhance their chances of ending the regime’s control of the west of the city.

Early in May, the Swiss jurist Carla De Ponte, a member of the UN Human Rights Council Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, said there was no evidence the government had used Sarin nerve gas in Khan al-Asal in March 2011. Rather, she pointed the finger at the “opposition, the rebels.” The Free Syrian Army’s (FSA) deputy commander rejected the results of the investigation.18 This statement was controversial. The UN investigation team’s mandate was actually limited to determining whether chemical weapons were used, without deciding the responsible party, the investigation had not been completed, and blaming “the rebels” was very general and possibly referred to a wide spectrum of armed groups.19 The same commission later released a report stating that the “perpetrators likely had access to the chemical weapons stockpile of the Syrian military.”20
Air Force Intelligence Headquarters. One of Syria’s four intelligence agencies. The other three are the Department of Military Intelligence, the General Security Directorate and the Political Security Directorate. Combined these services have about 120,000 staff and 46 branches. Air Force Intelligence is considered the most loyal to the regime. Hafez al-Assad appointed his closest supporters to its top posts. It allegedly monitors the work of other agencies. Hafez al-Assad relied on Air Force Intelligence to crush the 1976-1982 Muslim Brotherhood rebellion. Bashar al-Assad also relied on it to suppress the 2011 uprising. Their Aleppo headquarters is a notorious place of detention and torture.

The Artillery Regiment near Aleppo. The Syrian Army has ten 1,500 soldier artillery regiments. The government uses this base to conduct its shelling campaign of the countryside close to the city. Since 2012, the armed opposition has launched attacks on the base.

The Scientific Research Institute. Also known as the Military Research Center. The center operates under the Ministry of Defense and served as a government stronghold along the western frontline.

The Assad Academy of Military Engineering. Before the conflict, the Academy was an educational institution. When the conflict began, it became a purely military facility.

Al-Ramouse Artillery School. The complex includes the faculty of artillery, the faculty of armaments and aircraft maintenance workshops. The military complex also serves as a government artillery base.
The possibility of JN’s involvement should be considered. Several incidents after the Khan al-Asal attack indicate that JN might have possessed Sarin. For instance, in late May, seven JN members were detained in the Turkish city of Adana with chemical materials that could be used to make Sarin. Another potential source of the poison might have been the SYSACOO chemical factory, east of Aleppo, which came under JN’s control in December 2012.

Life became increasingly difficult in Aleppo. The frontline between the two sides of Aleppo was perforated by passages – *ma’aber* in Arabic – which were the only way people survived. Civilians used these passages to move between rebel and regime areas to buy food or go to work. Hundreds of people died from sniper fire at the crossings and transporting goods became increasingly difficult.

By mid-May, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (Syrian Observatory) had documented about
82,000 deaths nationwide. The organization estimated that the real number could be as high as 120,000. Of the 82,000, 12,916 were “anti-Assad fighters” and 1,924 were army deserters. The regime’s military casualties were higher: 16,729 regular troops and about 12,000 militiamen. In addition, about 12,500 people were missing, mostly detained by the regime. The fate of 2,500 loyalist fighters captured by the rebels was also unknown. According to the Violations Documentation Center of Syria, 11,039 people died in Aleppo province for reasons related to the conflict between March 2011 and May 2013.
The government’s plan to re-establish control in the north of Aleppo province suffered a major setback when it lost Minnegh Airport. After the opposition took control of Khan al-Asal, cutting the last government supply line, the regime’s position seemed hopeless. Aleppo was expected to fall to the opposition.

Operation Northern Storm failed because the government lacked sufficient forces. They lacked enough troops to take on JN, Ahrar ash-Sham, and ISIS which were well-funded, had well-established supply lines to Turkey and a strong motivating ideology. The government had lost Minnegh Airbase by 8 August. (See Map 13)

After a year of attacks, the opposition took Minnegh with the loss of 100 government soldiers. Many others were taken prisoner. The final assault resulted from an alliance among several ideologically diverse groups. Asifet ash-Shamal, an independent, self-funded, exclusively Syrian group based in Azaz had a good relationship with SMC. They fought alongside JN and Jaish Muhajireen Wa al-Ansar – a jihadi group led by a Georgian national who went by the nom de guerre Abu Omar ash-Shishani and eventually became ISIS’s leader in northern Syria. In fact, the participation of the two jihadi groups was key to its success. In this way, the government lost yet another important military base, degrading its air capacity in the region.

On the western front, the government lost the Khan al-Asal district on 24 July, allowing the rebels to come closer to the city. After the capture, JN summarily executed about 50 government fighters in contravention of international humanitarian law. The opposition and the international community strongly condemned these executions.

In July and August, several opposition groups tried to cut regime supply lines along this axis. On 23 July, JN warned civilians against taking the as-Salamiyeh-Khanasser road for their own safety. Ahrar ash-Sham and Liwa al-Tawhid successfully cut the supply line. These two groups now controlled key points...
on both the Aleppo-Damascus and alternative routes, putting government areas in Aleppo under a full blockade. (See Map 14)

Fighting in Khan al-Asal closed the International Highway. With the rebel takeover of Khanasser, government areas in the city were blockaded. By 9 July, it was difficult, if not impossible, to find fresh food in western Aleppo. The only way to get supplies widely available in rebel areas into government-controlled Aleppo was through the Karaj al-Hajez crossing in Bustan al-Qaser district. It became known as “The Death Crossing.”

At first, the rebels forbade civilians from transporting food. This, however, created tensions between the armed groups and residents of rebel-held areas. The Islamic Court in rebel-held Aleppo city revised the decision and allowed residents to transport a few kilos of food each time they crossed.\textsuperscript{32}
Rebels, government soldiers and snipers intimidated people crossing the frontline and killed many. As a well-known Aleppian writer put it, “A salad in Aleppo could cost you your life” referring to an incident where a regime sniper killed an old woman carrying vegetables from a rebel area to western Aleppo. Prices skyrocketed. The cost of subsidized bread in regime areas increased fivefold and required standing in line for hours. Bread from private bakers rose from 20-25 SP to up to 200 SP for 750 g-1kg, well beyond the reach of most people.
The government’s position in the north seemed hopeless. They were suffering losses on all fronts and making no gains. However, the city remained extremely important symbolically for the regime. In late September, they launched a major offensive from Hama towards Aleppo on the secondary route. This operation came when the rebels were preparing for their final offensive on the southern villages of Aleppo. Ahrar ash-Sham’s map (Map 15), explained the plan.35

In late September, a military convoy of about 100 vehicles from the National Defense Forces (NDF), Hezbollah and Iraqi militias, left Hama to reopen the alternative route to Aleppo.36 By the end of October, they had reestablished control over the Hama-Khanasser37 and Khanasser-as-Sfireh roads.38 In early October, the regime besieged the opposition stronghold of as-Sfireh and bombarded the town for three weeks. On 31 October, it entered the city.39 Several opposition groups and ISIS had established the as-Sfireh operation room, including the Aleppo Military Council (AMC), Ahrar ash-Sham, Liwa al-Tawhid,
JN and ISIS. According to the SMC’s senior figure in Aleppo, Colonel al-Oqaidi, the city fell because of rebel disagreements.40

The regime’s success in Aleppo from September until December mostly resulted from poor rebel organization and a lack of coordination among groups, as al-Oqaidi complained. The rise of ISIS as a new actor with its own agenda also changed the dynamic. Before their split with JN in April 2013, ISIS had not attacked any groups affiliated with the SMC. After the break up, ISIS became increasingly hostile towards some rebel groups. Several incidents through July, August and September led to an all-out war between rebel groups and ISIS in Aleppo province.

In early July, ISIS killed several rebels who claimed to be part of the FSA.41 On 11 July, an SMC leader was shot dead at an ISIS checkpoint in Latakia province.42 A week later, the head of the SMC, Brigadier General Salim Idriss described ISIS as criminals and said he wanted foreign fighters out of Syria.43 Separate incidents and clashes between ISIS members and FSA affiliates also took place in Jarablus, which later came under ISIS control.44 In addition, civilians in Mnbej and al-Bab protested ISIS activities and a reported presence in these two areas.45 Early in September, an FSA affiliate announced that ISIS had kidnapped nine of its leaders when in ar-Raqqa investigating another ISIS abduction.46 As tensions rose, ISIS issued a statement announcing a military campaign against “the Free Syrian Army in eastern Aleppo.”47 By then, ISIS had established itself as a dominant force in the region. (See Map 17)
A week after this open call for war, ISIS took over Azaz after series of skirmishes with the Asifet ash-Shamal brigade. ISIS also took control of the Bab as-Salam border crossing to Turkey. The ISIS takeover of Azaz forced Liwa al-Tawhid, the largest armed group in Aleppo province, to intervene and mediate. Tensions remained high. ISIS announced it was now active in Aleppo city itself. Between September and November, the organization expanded its control in the east of the city, setting up numerous checkpoints.

This belligerence by ISIS came just before the Syrian Army launched the operation to retake the Khanasser road. This led to speculation that ISIS and the government were cooperating against the opposition, in large part because ISIS mostly targeted opposition rather than government forces starting in June 2013. While there is no solid evidence that the government and ISIS coordinated their fighting in Aleppo, it does appear the two did have a relationship. Realities on the ground often dictated the nature of relationships at any given time between armed actors. In this particular case, presumably, ISIS was threatened by the increasing influence of the armed opposition in Aleppo province and attacked their positions while they were busy confronting the regime. At the same time, the regime may have exploited increasing tensions between ISIS and the armed opposition. This should not be understood as a formal alliance between the regime and ISIS, but the reality of a war in which every side did whatever it takes to survive.

Aleppo city has been both a major source of and destination for displaced people. As of March 2013, slightly more than one million Aleppians had left over 50 neighborhoods in the eastern, rebel-held areas, mostly to escape barrel bombings and shelling. At the same time, these neighborhoods hosted around 512,000 internally displaced persons (IDPs) who were mostly living with relatives. As of September 2014, there were 49 functioning settlements for IDPs in northwest Syria, one under construction and 13 other possible settlements. In addition, there were 10 constructed, two under construction and 22 possible IDP settlements in the north of Aleppo, close to the Turkish border.
After the fall of as-Sfireh, the government opened two new fronts: north of as-Sfireh towards the International Airport and around Brigade 80 and adjacent areas. On 3 November, al-Aziziyeh, next to as-Sfireh fell to the government. The next target was Tal-Aran. The government devastated the town with barrel bombs before launching a ground offensive. Opposition defenses crumbled on 10 November and the government moved on to retake the next town along the road, Tal Hasel. On the same day, the government said that the Brigade 80 base was again under its control, but fighting continued in the area.

Rebel groups including Ahrar ash-Sham, Liwa al-Tawhid, JN and Islamic Kataeb Nour ad-Din Al Zanki signed a statement urging all opposition groups to repel the government. ISIS also released a statement calling on Muslims to join the fight against the government. Both rebel groups and ISIS managed to halt the regime’s advances until January. The government’s most significant gain was to secure the supply line between the Defense Factories and the International Airport by mid-November 2013. (See Map 18)

Even as it held off the government, the SMC found itself enmeshed in an internal crisis. Colonel Abduljabbar al-Oqaidi, the head of the Aleppo Military Council (AMC), released a video announcing his resignation and accusing the international community of conspiring against Syrians. He also criticized the
The Islamic Front included Jaish al-Islam, Suqour ash-Sham, Liwa al-Haqq and Liwa al-Tawhid. These groups had been part of the SMC, but had become critical of it and the western-backed National Coalition. The Islamic Front emerged as the largest rebel coalition with between 45,000 and 70,000 armed men. The Islamic Front lacked religious coherence but most of the groups wanted some form of Islamist government. The head of the Islamic Front’s Shoura council said the Front was working to provide a real alternative to the state in all aspects of life.

In July 2012, the government withdrew from most Kurdish areas in northern Syria, handing control of administration and security to local Kurdish forces. Kurdish parties, especially the Democratic Union Kurdistan (PYD) and its military wing the People’s Protection Units/Women’s Protection Unit (YPG/YPJ), took this opportunity to create an autonomous region. In August 2012, Kurdish parties started discussions about an interim government.

In November 2013, the YPG/YPJ launched an offensive in al-Hassakeh province and successfully took
over 38 towns and military positions from ISIS. After this victory, the PYD announced the establishment of an interim government to manage the Kurdish autonomous areas in three disconnected territories or cantons – Afrin, Kobani and al-Jazeera. (See Map 20) The National Coalition and others immediately criticized the move, saying this action benefitted the regime.

In mid-December, government forces started a barrel bombing campaign of unprecedented intensity against opposition areas in Aleppo city, as well as on other opposition-held urban areas in the province. It was clear that this tactic was not aimed at the armed opposition as it was often located too close to regime positions along front lines to be targeted, but was a way to devastate and depopulate rebel areas.

**BOX 5: Kurdish forces in Syria**

Kurds are the largest ethno-linguistic minority in Syria. There are about two million Syrian Kurds, or eight-ten per cent of the pre-war population. They have long been deprived of basic linguistic and cultural rights, but managed despite this to develop a strong political organization in northern Syria, where they controlled large areas of fertile land. Even though many young Kurds participated in opposition protests against the Assad regime, traditional political forces took a mostly neutral stand.

There are two main Kurdish political wings. The strongest on the ground is the Democratic Union Kurdistan (PYD), established in 2003-2004. Its main competitor is the Kurdish National Council (KNC), which is a coalition of 16 small parties that was established as a result of the political vacuum in northern Syria in 2011.

In theory, PYD and KNC govern the Kurdish areas through the Supreme Kurdish Committee. In reality, they are political and ideological rivals and are allied with different regional Kurdish forces. PYD is strongly associated with the Turkish PKK (Kurdish Worker’s Party) and both are part of the Union Kurdish Communities led by Abdullah Ocalan. KNC is supported by the Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) and was created to counterbalance the PYD’s growing influence over Kurdish issues in Syria.

These forces compete to represent Kurdish interests, not just in areas dominated by ethnic Kurds but also
in major cities like Aleppo. Rojavayê Kurdistanê, or Rojava, meaning Western Kurdistan, is a self-governing region consisting of three geographically separate cantons: Afrîn, Kobani and al-Jazeera. In July 2012, the Syrian government significantly reduced its fighting forces in these areas. PYD seized the opportunity and filled the political, administrative and security vacuum. In November 2013, the PYD officially announced the establishment of an administrative and government structure in these cantons. The autonomous region and its institutions include non-Kurdish elements such as Assyrians, Syriacs and Armenians, though the Kurdish component is clearly dominant.

Both political forces are backed by armed groups. However, the numbers and capacities are hugely different. In July 2012, Mesud Barazani, the president of the KRG, said that Iraqi Kurdistan was training Syrian Kurds to protect themselves during the conflict. In October 2012, about 1,200 fighters were trained, but have had problems operating in Syria due to the dominance of the PYD.

The PYD run a local police force, called the Asayesh, which is responsible for law enforcement across Rojava. By the end of 2013, the Asayesh included between 20,000-25,000 members.

The People’s Protection Units/Women’s Protection Units (YPG/YPJ) is the main military force of the PYD. Forty per cent of the fighters are women. In December 2013, the BBC estimated the YPG/YPJ to have between 10,000 and 15,000 fighters. Credible estimates between 2014 and 2016 suggested the YPG/YPJ had between 30,000 and 40,000 members.
## Death Toll in 2013

### Fatalities in Syria between 18 March 2011 and 31 December 2013

_Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR)_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Civilians</th>
<th>Pro-Government</th>
<th>Rebels and foreign jihadists</th>
<th>Unidentified deaths</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civilians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46,266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Government</td>
<td></td>
<td>Syrian army and security forces</td>
<td>32,013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>National Defense Forces</td>
<td>19,729</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hezbollah</td>
<td>262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign Shia militias</td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebels and foreign jihadists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29,083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidentified deaths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>130,433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fatalities in Aleppo Province between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2013

_Violations Documentation Center in Syria (VDCS)_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Civilains</th>
<th>Rebels</th>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civilains</td>
<td>6,143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebels</td>
<td>2,368</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8,648</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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55 See: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IDvXpeihYI]
56 See: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VZkRs6G62E]
61 See: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IIeWTOC1Zg]
66 See: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03n9wFTGU70]
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